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After two great editions The Cult House is now happy
to announce our collaboration with After Nyne
Gallery/Magazine on the third Edition of IT’S ART
CALL. An open call/competition where a group of
selected artists will have the opportunity to display
their artwork in group exhibition and one winning artist
will have his solo show at the new After Nyne Gallery.
About The Cult House:
It is a creative group connecting people in various
creative disciplines (arts, craft, design, writing, music
and performance) with commercial and social events.
The Cult House started its collective on Facebook,
Instagram
Twitter,
Google+,
Pinterest
and
LinkedIn, where presents daily tips on several art
topics and use all them to help on the promotion and
network to get more visibility for our artists. The
website went live on April 2014 and since then The
Cult House is increasing their International online artist
collective. The aim of the collective is to boost visibility
online as much as possible for both parts, for the
company and more importantly for the artists within the
online gallery, maximizing all our connections and
advertising the artists' profiles as well as important
events.

The Artist
Oskar Krajewski (OK) was born in 1979 in Poland
and Studied in the Academy of Fine Arts, Lodz,
Poland.
Living and working in London, UK since 2002.
Oskar is the founder and art director at 'Art of OK'
studio, which collaborates with variety of talents such
as sound engineers, photographers or IT people
striving to achieve best possible visual effects. The
main activities of OK are; (conceptual) Photography,
Video, Installation, Painting, Drawing and Sculpting.
However the latter is his main focus since 2012.
OK has been showing his works at group and solo
shows in London UK and Poland and is member of
Lovarts and Kinetica.
He has been selected for the Canary Wharf's Winter
Lights 2019 international show in London.
STATEMENT:
"I invest my time in solid and complex creations,
thought-provoking and interactive.
My inspirations come from visions, dreams,
technological and spiritual studies and practice.

About After Nyne Gallery:
It is centrally located in Portland Road, five minutes
from Holland Park Underground Station (Central Line),
well served by buses on Holland Park Avenue and
surrounded by some of London’s finest restaurants
and retailers. Located in one of London’s most
exclusive neighbourhoods, the After Nyne Gallery is an
elegant way to while away your time, see and perhaps
buy some great art.
Jury Members:
JA Neto – Founder/Curator of The Cult House
Claire Meadows – Founder of After Nyne Gallery & Magazine
Oliver Norris – Founder of TAF, NAF & Lemon Art
Tabish Khan – Art’s writer for Londonist & Fad Magazine
Holly Howe – Editor of Avenir Magazine/Art Critic.
Mara Alves – Independent Curator/Advisor & Mentor
Elen Salina – Freelance Curator
Iian Rayer-Smith – Artist Winner of It’s Art Call 2017
Syrett Artist – Invited Artist
Lauren Baker – Invited Artist.

In my latest creations I have attempted to merge these
fields of knowledge and experience. My art is to
intrigue, to please the viewer’s eye and to provoke
thoughts.
One of my current goals is to awaken people to the
problem of consumptionism leading to Earth's over
exploitation and plastic pollution.
On the personal and artistic field, I'd like to find the end
spectrum for the detailed composition-how complex
and busy can I go!?
I have to express myself through Art – I could not live a
healthy wholesome life without letting it flow through
me.”€ • – OK

www.artofok.com
#ITSARTCALL2018

